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Little Red Barn Lift A Flap Board Book Babies Love
Nature Friends contains: 1 X Little Red Barn 9781680520552 1 X Little Blue Boat 9781680520774 1 X Little Green Frog 9781680520828 1 X Little Yellow Bee 9781680520835
Little Red BarnBabies Love
"Celebrating 50 colorful years with Brown Bear"--Cover.
Play "sparkle-go-seek" to discover which dinosaur is hiding under the large flap on each page of this fun lift-the-flap book. Who goes roar? Who goes stomp? Who goes swish? Who goes chomp? There are
dinosaurs hiding under the lift-the-flaps in this fun, interactive board book. Just lift the flap and go seek! With shiny foil under each lift-the-flap, the simple words encourage the reader to "sparkle go seek"
under each flap to discover the sparkly dinosaur underneath. Thick card pages and sturdy flaps are easy to turn and lift, and make this book perfect for little ones and first readers who love interactive and
imaginative play.
Arts discovery Hand-eye coordination Language discovery Learn about opposites with Baby Einstein! This chunky board book has especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and lift. Simple sentences reinforce
future language structure.
By the big red barn In the great green field, There was a pink pig Who was learning to squeal. There were horses and sheep and goats and geese--and a jaunty old scarecrow leaning on his hoe. And they all
lived together by the big red barn. In joyous and exuberant Pictures, Felicia Bond lovingly evokes Margaret Wise Brown's simple, rhythmic text about the cycle of a day on a farm, where a family of animals
peacefully plays and sleeps. In the barnyard there are roosters and cows, horses and goats, and a pink piglet who is learning to squeal. Margaret Wise Brown's lulling story about a day in the life of a barnyard
is now available as a sturdy board book. Felicia Bond's atmospheric illustrations add to the tranquil simplicity of this story.
The Little Red Hen works hard all year to grow grains of wheat to make bread. Not one of her friends is willing to help her, so do they deserve the delicious treat at the end? Simply written in lively, flowing text
Usborne First Reading books are designed to capture the imagination and build the confidence of beginner readers. This book includes audio and links to downloadable worksheets and teacher's notes.
"Irresistible for children learning to read. " - Child Education Plus
Who’s hiding on the farm? This vividly illustrated, easy-to-lift-the-flap novelty book turns a day at the farm into a fun hide-and-seek adventure! In this engaging novelty book, little readers lift the flaps to find
animals hiding all around the farm. Find a chick in the hay, a horse in the barn, and a little duck swimming behind the reeds in the pond! Bright and vibrant illustrations and a simple story featuring fun animal
sounds make this the perfect read-along book for little ones.

Introduces animals & environments Encourages use of fine motor skills Entertains with exploration & surprise Follow this little green frog and meet all the animals that live around
the pond. The chunky board book has especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and lift. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure. Illustrations include lots of details to
hold baby's attention. ISBN: 978-1-68052-082-8 5.0"w x 5.0"h 6 lift-a-flap spreads embossed cover with foil
Introduces animals & environments Encourages use of fine motor skills Entertains with exploration & surprise Meet forest animals with Rusty and Ruby! This chunky board book
has especially thick flaps for baby to lift and grasp. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention. ISBN: 978-1-68052-188-7 5.0"w x 5.0"h 6 lift-a-flap spreads
embossed cover with foil
Animal Babies contains: 1 X Babies on the Farm 9781680521504 1 X Babies in the Forest 9781680521887 1 X Babies in the Snow 9781680522280 1 X Babies in the Wild
9781680522334
A fresh retelling by Byron Barton of the well-loved story of the little red hen who grows grain, threshes wheat, and feeds her chicks--all by herself, without any help from her lazy
friends. Mr. Barton's simple words, bold images, and imaginative use of color have made his many picture book perennial favorites with young children.
Invites young readers to lift the flaps to see the things that Corduroy takes to the beach and what he does for fun when he gets there.
Farmer Dale is hauling a load of hay into town when he meets some bossy barnyard animals looking for a lift. The kindly farmer lets them all squeeze in, but then his trusty truck
breaks down. Everyone will have to pull together to get that old red rig moooooving again.
Flaps on each page open to reveal a farm animal surprise of what can be found in a barn, in a sty, and under a hen.
Lift the flaps to wake up the animals on the farm, and look out for the pop-up surprises! Join the noisy cockerel as he visits pigs, cows, and more on a beautiful morning on the
farm, in this lovely interactive board book. Children will delight in the collage-like illustrations of their favourite farmyard animals, by renowned artist Jonny Lambert, and will love
joining in with the story as they visit characters one by one. The sturdy board-book format is perfect for little hands, and fun pop-ups under flaps will entertain children again and
again.
Introduces animals & environments Encourages use of fine motor skills Entertains with exploration & surprise Learn about barnyard animals and life on a farm. This chunky board book has
especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and lift. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention. ISBN: 978-1-68052-055-2 5.0"w
x 5.0"h 6 lift-a-flap spreads embossed cover with foil
Traveling alone, deep in the woods, Elisabeth suspects her basket of treats isn’t the only thing a sly wolf is after. A classic of children's literature, this retelling of the Brothers Grimm fairy tale
brings new life to an old favorite with illustrations that children will linger over. Surrounded by an abundance of wildflowers, mushrooms, pinecones, and birds, Elisabeth heads off in her red
cloak to visit her ailing grandmother. She's all alone—until she is joined by a wicked wolf, who urges her to stray from her wooded path. Framed with hand-drawn patterns and textured
vignettes, Trina Schart Hyman's illustrations add intrigue to the familiar story, filled with subtle detail and depth. With the help of a brave woodsman, Elisabeth and her grandmother are saved,
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and Little Red Riding Hood learns a valuable lesson. Little Red Riding Hood was a Caldecott Honor Book, and received a Gold Kite Award for Picture Book Text.
"What is that?" is one of our favorite questions from curious little minds! In this fun little lift-a-flap book, we explore fun facts about sloths. Slooooooow dooooooooown for some together time!
Find fun facts about these furry, long-clawed animal friends by lifting the flaps and exploring together. Learn all about these amazing mammals with fun illustrations and sturdy pages perfect
for little hands. Join sloths (and their animal friends) and learn about these arctic creatures Perfectly sized for little hands and fingers to open and close the flaps. 6 chunky and sturdy flaps are
extra strong so your little one can open and close again and again Surprise and delight with bright artwork and fun facts under each flap Collect all the books in this fun series. Narwhals,
Sloths, and Llamas are featured in these curious little lift-a-flap books, and they are a great introduction to reading with cheerful, contemporary, and whimsical illustrations and sturdy, easy-tolift flaps
This nursery favourite had been give a new twist with its farmyard illustrations and sturdy card flaps. The classic red barn takes centre-stage and a bemused Old MacDonald watches as each
of his animals rushes out of its doors. The cause of the mayhem is revealed in a pop-up finale.
This chunky board book has especially thick flaps that babies can grasp and lift. See and say the names of all things baseball. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure.
Illustrations include patterns and details to hold baby's attention.
Invites young readers to lift flaps and reveal what animals are in the barn, with animal sounds for clues.
Little ones can lift 11 fun flaps to find a smiling teacher, a playground, a class pet, and much more in this bright and engaging board book by the creator of "Open the Barn Door" and "Open
the Garage Door" that introduces the youngest of students to a preschool classroom. Full color.
Way past the cows, down near the ducks, in a big red barn, is a little orange truck! Life is one big adventure with Little Orange Truck. Explore the country in this lively, rhyming lift-a-flap sturdy
board book filled with fun animal friends and surprises under every flap. Meet friendly animals on the farm, help pull a tractor out of the muck, and visit fuzzy forest animal friends on the way
home. Simple sentences reinforce language structure while grasping and lifting the sturdy flaps helps develop fine motor skills. A perfect first book that introduces babies and toddlers to the
joys of country living. A must for little animal lovers and truck enthusiasts! Collect the entire Lift-a-Flap Board Book series! Sturdy Lift-a-Flap board book with surprises under every flap!
Durable board pages and chunky flaps designed to withstand traditional wear and tear from babies and toddlers Lifting flaps strengthens hand-eye coordination and fine motor skill
development Perfect gift for birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and more! A must for little animal lovers and truck enthusiasts!
Tracey Moroney’s masterpiece Lift the Flap Bible, now with a refreshed cover, brings 14 beloved Bible stories to life with beautiful illustrations and 40 flaps. The perfect introduction to timeless
stories from the old and new testaments, the Lift-the-Flap Bible combines breathtaking illustrations with delightful text. With flaps to open on every page (and surprises to find underneath),
children join in the thrill of discovery as they take part in each of the stories from the Old and New Testaments. Through the pages of this stunning Bible, the greatest story ever told is traced
and the wonderful news that God loves us is brought home to the heart of every child.
Can you help take care of the farm animals? The popular Peekaboo Barn app inspires a novelty board book full of interactivity. What is happening on the farm today? Zora the horse is hungry.
Turn the wheel and feed her a carrot! Leary the pig is dirty. Slide the slider and give him a bath! Lulu the sheep needs shearing, and Reba the cow needs to be milked. Little farmhands will
love helping out on the farm in this interactive adventure!
Matt the cat is looking for a mouse in this noisy lift-the-flap barnyard adventure, but there are so many places where the mouse could be hiding? On The Farm joins Matt on his search as he
meets the other farm animals along the way. Children will improve their motor skills by lifting the door flaps on every spread, and the light activated sounds will help with discovering who's
hiding behind each one. Preschoolers can discover the neighing horse, a quacking duck, an oinking pig, a mooing cow and a cheeping chick. The mouse's tail hidden on each page will also
give children something extra to look for, whilst the simple text builds early knowledge of the farmyard and encourages preschoolers to learn through repetition. With stunning photography and
beautiful illustrations your little one will love this exciting and engaging introduction to life on the farm.
Elmo needs to find his teddy, which could be hiding behind any of more than sixty sturdy, easy-to-lift flaps, in a colorful Sesame Street concept book that teaches toddlers about numbers,
letters, opposites, and shapes.
"What is that?" is one of our favorite questions from curious little minds! In this fun little lift-a-flap book, we explore fun facts about flamingos. Find fun facts about these feathered, long-legged
animal friends by lifting the flaps and exploring together. Learn all about these amazing birds with fun illustrations and sturdy pages perfect for little hands. Join flamingos (and their animal
friends) and learn about these creatures Perfectly sized for little hands and fingers to open and close the flaps. 6 chunky and sturdy flaps are extra strong so your little one can open and close
again and again Surprise and delight with bright artwork and fun facts under each flap Collect all the books in this fun series. Narwhals, Sloths, Llamas, and Flamingos are featured in these
curious little lift-a-flap books, and they are a great introduction to reading with cheerful, contemporary, and whimsical illustrations and sturdy, easy-to-lift flaps
Introduces ocean animals Encourages use of fine motor skills Entertains with exploration & surprise When you take to the high seas with Little Blue Boat, you'll meet all kinds of ocean
animals! This chunky board book has especially thick flaps for baby to lift and grasp. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention. ISBN: 978-1-68052-077-4 5.0"w x 5.0"h 6 lift-aflap spreads embossed cover with foil
This chunky board book has especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and lift. See and say the names of animals and their babies. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure.
Illustrations include patterns and details to hold babys attention.
Go exploring with two baby polar bears! This chunky board book has especially thick flaps for baby to lift and grasp. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention.
Introduces animals & environments Encourages use of fine motor skills Entertains with exploration & surprise Explore a colorful garden with Little Yellow Bee. The chunky board book has
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especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and lift. Simple sentences reinforce future language structure. Illustrations include lots of details to hold baby's attention. ISBN: 978-1-68052-083-5 5.0"w
x 5.0"h 6 lift-a-flap spreads embossed cover with foil
Mummy Mouse can't find her babies anywhere! Join her search as she hunts high and low across the farm. With flaps to lift and peek-through holes, there's lots to spot, count and discover
along the way.
Little ones will love this new lift-the-flap board book from Karen Katz that’s perfect for Thanksgiving! Gobble, gobble! It’s time for Thanksgiving! In this interactive book from bestselling author
Karen Katz, little ones can lift the sturdy, easy-to-lift flaps on each page to look for Baby’s turkey stuffed animal. Filled with bright, striking art, this book is sure to get little ones excited for the
festive family holiday!
With 28 objects to count and find in each illustrated animal scene, this hide and seek book for children with lift the flaps is packed with puzzles and interactive fun! Peek under the flap to reveal
the flock of birds in the sky, or school of fish in the coral reef. Then seek all sorts of objects hidden in the animal crowd. Can you find two top hats and five paper planes? Children will want to
go back again and again to each of Charlotte Milner's intricately illustrated animal gatherings, and they'll discover something new every time! There are fabulous facts and things to learn along
the way, such as how monkeys keep each other clean, and animal collective nouns - did you know that a group of monkeys is called a troop? Children can lift the flap to reveal an army of ants
busy at work, or a shimmering school of fish (with shiny foil) passing through the colourful coral reef, and they'll discover why some animals work best as a team. Peek and Seek's combination
of gentle learning with fun activities, will enable little ones to develop their hand-eye coordination, counting and observational skills, all the while being engaged and having fun!
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